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Through the Surface: Collaborating Textile Artists from Britain and Japan 

 

Maxine Bristow: Catalogue Essay 

 

'Material Trace - Marking Time and Defining Space'  

 

Two recollections: 

 

1. Sometime 1997: I was sat on an exercise bike in the gym and made a visual correlation between a 

bank of light-switches on the wall opposite me and the buttonholes often used as a signatory motif in 

my bag forms. I made a cast plaster block with grey blanket cloth inserts. This block has sat in my 

studio for the last six years. 

 

2. January 29th 1999: I was sat on a plane [coincidentally flying to Japan] and in my sketchbook I 

intuitively made a drawing of a handrail. I had been musing on the significance of implied touch in my 

work, and was reading Engendering the City by Marsha Meskimmon. I made a note of the following 

quotation: ‘Spatial metaphors are powerful evocations of people’s roles and identities…Feminisms and 

post-colonial theories have most consistently countered the spatial logic of the centre/periphery divide 

and pointed out how critical the ‘placement’ of people on one side or the other of physical and 

ideological boundaries is to determining their empowerment or lack of voice. The significance of 

borders has been one of the key political insights of these strategies.’ 
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October 2003 and I am sat reflecting on the significance of the Through the Surface title of this project in 

relation to the above, and how it seems particularly apposite - the way that circumstances can sometimes 

contrive in such a way that half formed notions that have for many years been bubbling under the surface, 

begin to break the through the surface and become manifest in the production of work. 

 

Almost a year ago, in a statement to Lesley Millar, I wrote:  

 

Though as an artist and lecturer working within a fine art department I am operating within a generally 

creative environment, I am in reality, often working in isolation - dialogue tends to flow one way from 

tutor to student, and the opportunity for ‘a sounding board’ or the luxury of having a dialogue about 

personal ideas with other staff is limited and overshadowed by the day to day pressures of teaching. 

This mentoring exchange would hopefully provide the opportunity for dialogue’. 

 

It had been my intention to use the Through the Surface Project as an opportunity to try and realise, and 

indeed make sense of, ideas that had been in gestation for a number of years. I wanted to revisit the new 

body of work that had been prompted by the Jerwood Exhibition; I wanted to think around its concerns, to 
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research its possible contexts, and look at ways in which it might develop, and I saw working with Kyoko 

as instrumental in helping me do this. 

 

This essay offers the opportunity to reflect on this process of development and ponder on some of the 

issues that have arisen as a result of our dialogue and our period of working both together and apart. A 

number of themes have begun to emerge. A main preoccupation has been the physical articulation of 

space informed by an interest in the way that space is socially and culturally produced. Particular 

concerns within this general theme are bodily engagement with space and points of transition between 

different realms of space - where do boundaries lie and what marks those boundaries? 

 

An interest in the articulation of space has developed from my serial bag forms, in particular the larger 

multiples where the space of the gallery is activated in a more pronounced way. Working within a 

minimalist context I am familiar with the debates that surround minimalist sculpture, many of which have 

provided a critical framework for the process of reflection on my own work. A significant point of reference 

has been the way that ‘with the reduction or systematisation of internal relations came a new focus on 

relationships struck up across and within the space between the spectator and the object of perception.’ 
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In Minimal Art: A Critical Perspective, Frances Colpitt suggests that central to this relationship are issues 

of scale - the way that scale is judged in terms of external relationships  - ‘the relationship of the size of 

the object to the size of the spectator and the environment;’ 
3
 and quality of presence. Presence, Colpitt 

suggests ‘refers to the way in which the work of art imposes itself on the experience and perception of the 

viewer… the ability of a configuration to command its own space.’ 
4
 All of these are issues that have re-

surfaced through the process of making over the past year. Whilst my bag forms made an impact through 

their size, the work for this project makes a very minimal intervention with space, and so my current 

preoccupation is how work that is small in scale can be both quiet and silent and yet still command 

attention? 

 

What I increasingly recognise as significant is the way that the work engages the body. On one level there 

is what Michael Fried in his critique of minimalist sculpture described as ‘theatricality’ - the way that the 

body engages with the work both through time and space.
5
 On another level there is the material trace of 

the body evidenced in the form of the work, its materials and the repetitive process of it’s making, in 

particular the intricate stitched canvas-work panels.  

 

In her essay Trace and the Body, Susan Best, drawing on Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s conception of the 

trace, discusses ‘the primacy of the body in perception and artistic production’.
6 
Best uses Rachel 

Whiteread’s House as an example of work that demonstrates the importance of the body in aesthetic 

experience. She suggests that House: 
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…shows us that perception is not entirely ocular: the ‘likeness’ mobilised in this work of art is indeed 

first and foremost a corporeal one. What we ‘recognise,’ or find awakened, is our internalised spatial 

practices. These corporeal habits resonate with House. 
7
  

 

The spatial practices awakened in my own work are the unconscious routinely repeated patterns of bodily 

behaviour instigated by features within the built environment such as light-switches, handles, handrails 

etc., - features which mediate between the body and space. These corporeal habits are echoed through 

the repetitive processes of canvas-work/tapestry which, as a counted thread technique clearly references 

the time in its making. The ‘drama’ of the work’s creation (hours and hours of stitching on buses, on trains, 

whilst watching TV, whilst listening to the radio, together with associated memories) becomes 

concentrated into the small stitched panels. With the time of making retrievable by the viewer - the spatial 

is collapsed back into the temporal.
8
 In one sense this drama is heightened through this repetitive 

concentration of action, but in another sense, like Whiteread’s House, it is silenced, muffled, muted. As 

with all my work, what concerns me is this duality of wanting to evoke, whilst also wanting to suppress. 

Through the use of reductive procedures, it is hoped that the expressive potential of the work is made all 

the more pronounced. It would seem that Kyoko similarly employs such procedures in the making of her 

organdie jeans. As neutral and ghostly stencils off the real 
9
 they deny the identity of their wearers, yet on 

closer inspection, traces of the individual suggest personal histories and narratives beyond their uniform 

presence. 

 

Where Kyoko and I share other concerns is in the way in which both our work seems to mark boundaries 

between inside and outside/public and private.  

 

Undeniably the language of clothes … experiments relentlessly with ways of defining and redefining 

the boundaries between self and other, subject and object, inside and outside.’ 
10

  

 

Within my own work, light-switches, handles, ventilation grills etc., often mark boundaries between 

different realms of space, between inside and outside/public and private, and conceived as a free standing 

form, the handrail becomes an actual physical barrier which frames, divides or alternately denies or allows 

access to space. In Engendering the City, Women Artists and Urban Space, Marsha Meskimmon 

discusses how: 

 

Space is a central organising metaphor for all forms of social discourse and gains it’ meaning through 

the placement of objects (especially people) in relation to each other … people’s orientation in space 

both reflects their identities and forms them. Where you are placed, literally and figuratively, tells you 

who you are. It is determined and determines your identity as a social being with all the attendant 

variations of, for example, class, race, age, and of course, gender.
11
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Though both our work in one sense marks boundaries, these boundaries are very clearly permeable and 

flexible. Kyoko’s jeans are physically transparent and the internal private space of the pocket transcends 

its boundaries as it extends from the inside to the outside.  

 

 In defining dress as instrumental to the forging of margins and boundaries, it should be stressed that 

‘margin’ and ‘boundary’ are not interchangeable concepts. In fact whilst the boundary divides and 

frames, the margin blurs distinctions and frontiers. It is one of the paradoxes of dress to be both a 

margin and a boundary at one and the same time …
12

 

 

In being positioned at points of exit and entry, the light-switches, handles, ventilation grills etc., within my 

own work, not only mark boundaries but also points of transition between one realm of space and another. 

The spaces I envisage for the installation of the work are neutral, ‘no-man’s-land’ type spaces - ‘silent 

spaces between one territory and another.’ 
13

 Also, the handrail, as a freestanding form, though very 

obviously a barrier, it is nevertheless provisional and as such offers the possibility of various permutations.  

 

In exploring the fluidity of boundaries in a very physical way, the work hopefully addresses the broader 

metaphorical connotations of borders and boundaries in their relation to traditional discourses of power.  

Recognition, that borders are not natural and secure but are arbitrary, and socially and historically 

determined, means that they are subject to critique and revision. If we acknowledge a socially and 

historically constructed system of inclusion and exclusion, then it follows, as the critic Brian Wallis 

suggests, that ‘there may exist within any system not only margins which may serve as sites for 

resistance, but also whole fields or communities of interest which might be inhabited and invigorated.’ 
14 
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